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LOG AT I CI: 

Two miles west of Patagonia, Santa Cruz, County, Arizona, in the 
Wright son Mining District. Elevation 4200 feet. 

EXTEIT: 

Six dlaims,—the Castle Butte, Elephant, Maverick, Mohawk, Home-
stake and Roadrunner. Of these, five are in a group, and one claim, the 
Maverick, is ahout one-half mile to the east on the same outcrop. 

TITLE AID OUISRSHIP: 

Held "by assessment. Owned "by James Heating and E. H. Evans, 
Patagonia, Arizona. 

GEOLOGY AID VSII CCCURREICE: 

The country rock in general is rhyolite with scattered areas of 
dark andesite, apparently intruded. The veins seem to lie in the rhyolite. 

At the eastern end of the group a gossan outcrop is exposed in a 
small "bluff for a width of 20 feet or more. This consists of thoroughly 
disintegrated country rock containing much iron oxide, manganese oxide and 
some gypsum. This cropping strikes S 80° 1¥ and is almost vertical. It can 
"be traced along the claims for a distance of about 5000 feet, and is of 
considerable width, it the point mentioned a 50-ft. shaft has been sunk 
and a tunnel, at a shallow depth, run in. The shaft was full of water; the 
tunnel showed the gossan,"and a 6 inch streak of a yellowish green mineral. 
A sample of this was taken and assayed, with the following result: 

Au. //// Ag.^./ox. Cu. 

This mineral was also noting in other holes along the outcrop. >, 

At a point aboiit one claim length west from the place described, a 
split seems to u cur in this main vein, a branch vein, showing a similar 
outcrop to the main vein, striking in a northwesterly direction. 

ITorth of the ..main vein, about 500 or 600 feet, and approximately 
parallel to it, is a second vein showing a quartz shoot 12 to 18 inches 
wide, and containing some chysocolla/ A sample of this material 

was takpa from the discovery shaft dump and assayed 

Au. V//°a . Ag. 4-°•>*.. Cu. 6-2 % 

This outcrop was traced for a claim-length, and it extended farther. 

The claims are cut by a rather sharp north-south gulch, called 
Temporal Gulch, at a point about 1500 feet from the eastern end of the 
group, exposing the main vein, the split, and the quartz vein mentioned. 
Between these the rhyolite is well exposed and here it is soft and dis
integrated and impregnated with hematite in fine streaks. The cliff faces 
are red in color; when cut into, the rhyolite is white, the hematite show
ing m the pick marks. The whole hill of considerable area is of this'iron-
srainea rnyolx.e material. A similar occurrence of rhyolite can be seen 
a couple of miles to the east in Red Mountain en 



Castle Butte 2. 

Toward the western end of the second claim on the main vein 
a 55 ft. shaft was sunk. This is now caved in, hut, in the shaft near 
the collar and on the dump, ore containing considerable chysocolla can 
be seen. This shoot appears to be about 3 feet wide near the top of the 
shaft. 

? OJ& 

A short distance east of this shaft a churn-drill hole was sunk 
to a depth of over 300 feet, and was said to be in ore. The records, 
however, were lost. A second hole farther east is off the vein entirely 

his also a 100 ft. tunnel. 

The main vein can be traced to the east, off the Castle Butte 
ground, for a quarter mile and then onto and across the Maverick claim. 
It is finally covered in the wash of the creek to the east. The best 
looking portion of the cropping, however, is covered by the main Castle 
Butte group. 

by 
The ground between the group and the Maverick claim is owned 

WCHEIUG CQITDITIOUS: 

The eastern end of the group is within a mile of the railroad. 
A wagon road was built from the railroad to the property, hut part of it 
has since "been destroyed by washouts. This could, however, he" renaired 
at no great expense. The climate is mild the whole year. Water for 
domestic purposes can be obtained by sinking wells in the wash in 
Temporal Gulch. There is no timber. The mine would have to he ope ned 
by shafts to obtain any depth. 

TSHMS: 

Total price $'37,000.00. Ten per cent to he paid at end of 
one year; remainder in 18 and 24 months. Royalty of 15,3 on ore nroduced 
i-o apply on purchase price. Until property is fully paid for $50.00 
per uionun t o oe paid to James Keating; this amount to apply on purchase 
price, conditions as to steady work on property to he included in terms. 

OCITCIU SIOIT: 

„ , xhis property has an excellent surface showing and is worthy 
oi development. Thile the purchase price, $37,000. seems hi~h for a 
more prospect, one year's time is given to explore the vein before anv 
4eliriL1trllfl»v«1^r than theKE0- Per •»*"> to Keating. A Company" * 
5? L i5® ic ievelopa prospect could hardly find a better combiJiation 
ox suxxace showing, working conditions and terms. 
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